
CARE INSTRUCTIONS 

 TOOLS NEEDED

To clean, wipe gently with a soft dry cloth 

This hanging system is meant for drywall/stud mounting only. If walls are concrete, brick
or plaster, please consult your local hardware store for assistance. For safety and ease of
mounting, we recommend using two people during installation.

Electronic stud finder, #2 “L” Phillips screwdriver, drill with #2 “L” Phillips bit, pencil

1.

2.

HAND-CARVED ROCOCO LEANER MIRROR

D.

Avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners as they may damage this finish.

(The Toggle Anchors are meant for drywall only) Toggle Screws and 

1. Unpack all parts and place them on a protected work surface.
2. Hold product at desired location. With a pencil, mark the top outside corners on    

     the wall. These marks will be used to determine the location of your mounting
    hangman hardware.
3. Measure down from top of the Rococo Leaner Mirror to the top of both keyhole
    notches and record these measurements on the wall, using the mark in step 2 as   
    a guide.

5. Insert toggle screws into the wall, leaving approximately ½  between the back of
    the toggle screw head and the wall. 

7. Slide Rococo Leaner Mirror down until the top keyholes rest on the screws.
Tighten or loosen screws as needed to fit the mirror snugly against the wall.

6. Align keyhole notches over the toggle screw heads. 

8. If installing the floor mirror, be sure to insert the anti-tip kit on the wall.

B.

G.
F.

B.

C.

Floor Mirror
Insert this Anti-Tip Kit

A.

         Toggle Anchor   5  pcs.C

         Toggle Screw   10 pcs.B

     Hand-Carved Rococo Leaner MirrorA   1  pc.

         Hangman Wall   1pc.D

    Level                 1 pc.E

        Bracket

    Tag                    4 pcs.F

Wall Bracket 2 pcs. G

(A)  Hand-Carved Rococo Leaner Mirror, 1 Pc.
(B)  Toggle Screw, 10 Pcs.
(     Toggle Anchor, 5 Pcs.
(D)  Hangman Wall Bracket, 1 Pc. 
(F)  Tag, 4 Pcs. 
(G)  Wall D Hook, 2 Pcs. 

C)

4. Measure in from the side of the Rococo Leaner Mirror to the top of both keyhole notches.
    Again, record these measurements on the wall. Align the two points of your mounting
    hangman hardware. Use a level to ensure the Rococo Leaner Mirror will be straight.    
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